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Abstract. This paper proposes a new formalized definition of generalized 
association rule based on Multidimensional data. The algorithms named 
BorderLHSs and GenerateLHSs-Rule are designed for generating generalized 
association rule from multi-level frequent item sets based on Multidimensional 
Data. Experiment shows that the algorithms proposed in this paper are more 
efficiency, generate less redundant rules and have good performance in 
flexibility, scalability and complexity.  
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1. INTRODUCTION   

Association rule mining is one of the most active research focuses in data mining. It 
was firstly proposed in the article written by Agrawal, Imielinski and Swami in 1993 
[1]. And then many researchers did much hard work in association rule mining theory, 
algorithm design, parallel association rule mining and quantitative association rule 
mining. They also tried their best to improve the efficiency, adaptability and 
applicability of the mining algorithms and promote the application of them [1-5].  

According to the limitations of the existing association rule formalization and the 
generalized association rule mining algorithms based on multidimensional data, this 
paper presents the formalized definition of generalized association rule, and designs 
algorithms for generating generalized association rule from multi-level frequent item 
sets based on multidimensional data. 

2. MINING GENERALIZED ASSOCIATION RULE 

2.1 The Formalization of Generalized Association Rule  

The formalized description of multi-level association rule in n-dimension data set 
� �strDMDR ,,  is as follows: 
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Definition 1: an item is a 2-dimension of � �vd , , item sets 

� �^ `)(,, dDOMvDdvdI �� , where D  is dimension set, )(dDOM is the 

range of d . 
Definition 2: set item IvdyIvdx yyxx � � ),(,),( , if yx dd  , and 

)( yx vChildv � . Then y is the father item, x  is the filial item, record it as 

),( xx vdxy ��   .  

Definition 3: set item sets IZIZ ��
�

, , if Z and Z
�

contains same items, and 

we can get Z
�

 by using its’ father item to replace one or several items in Z , then we 
call Z

�
 the father item sets of Z , and Z is the filial item sets of Z

�
. 

Definition 4: k-itemsets ^ ` IvdvdvdX ikikiiii � ),(,),,(),,( 2211 ! , 

where kqp dd� ,1 , iqip dd z . � �XPr  is defined as the number of transactions in 
original transaction database that contains the all items in item sets X. 

� � ),,,(Pr 2211 ikikiiii vdvdvdFX     ! , where F refers to the function 

dependence relationship from the dimension set D in multi-dimension set R to 
measure attribute countM ,set X is the support degree of )Pr()sup( XX  . 

Definition 5: Generalized association rule is an implication expression 
like YX � , where IX � , IY � , I �YX , and Xx�� , all Yx�� . The 

support degree of the rule YX �  is )sup( YX � = � �YX �sup , confidence 
degree is )( YXconfidence � = � � )sup(sup XYX � . 

2.2 Algorithms of Generalized Association Rule Mining 

Descriptions of these two algorithms as follows. 

2.2.l  BorderLHSs Algorithms 
 

We can use the downward closure property based on LHS of the association rule to 
find the dividing line of LHSst through reverse searching means of BorderLHSs(A) 
under the conditiong of the given minimum support value, Description of 
BorderLHSs Algorithms is follows: 

[Input]: Frenquent Itemset  A 
[Output]: Rule Condition (LHS) Dividing Lines (LHSs) 
ķ FIFO={A}; LHSs I ; 
ĸ while(FIFO Iz ) do{ 
Ĺ  Dequeue B from the head of FIFO; 
ĺ  onBorder=TRUE; 
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Ļ  For each ( B -1)-subset C of B do { 

   if( confAPCP min_)()( d ) then { 
    onBorder=FALSE; 
ļ    if (C is not in FIFO) then Enqueue C to the end of 

FIFO; 
} 
  } 
    if (onBorder==TRUE) then add B to LHSs; 
} 
Ľ Answer= LHSs; 
BorderLHSs(A) will decrease the complexity enormously, because once the item 

set of LHSs was found, the searching algorithms will stop searching other subset. 

Even in the worst condition, the complexity of this Algorithms is � �AO 2 . 

2.2.2 GenerateRule Algorithms 
 

GenerateRule Algorithms was obtained by deleting one frequent itemset LHSs and 
making it not cross with any superset or subset. 

There are m frequent itemsets mAAA ,...,, 21 , where any itemset is the superset of 
(|A|+1) layer of A or subset of A. 

Set -(A)BorderLHSs(�B ))(
1*m

i iABorderLHSs
 

, relative to any other rules, 

)( BAB �o  is irredundant. 
Descriptiong of GenerateRule Algorithms is as follows: 
[Input]: All Frequent Itemset L 
[Output]: Irredudant Association Rule AR 
ķ For each A�L do { 
ĸ LHS(A) = BorderLHSs(A); 
Ĺ For each C�L such that C is a )1( �A -superset or a child itemset of A do 

{ 
  LHS(A) = LHS(A) -BorderLHSs(C); 
 } 
ĺ For each B�LHS(A) do { 
  add rule “ )( BAB �o ” to AR ; 
 } 
} 
Answer= AR ; 
This Algorithm gets the least and irredundant association rule. The efficiency of the 

association rule is improved greatly. If the processing time of every frequent itemset 
in set L is the same, then the computing complexity of the Algorithm and the value of 
set L are linearly dependent. 
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3. EXAMPLE VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Sales Database 

Given a sales database. It has four attributes: transaction identifier tid, customer’s 
age, income and buys, where age and income are all numerical attributes,buys are 
category attributes, shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Transaction Database of Sales 

tid age income buys 
100 25 45k { IBM Laptop, HP Color Printer } 
200 28 40k {HP Desktop , Canon Color Printer } 
300 44 45k {IBM Desktop, HP Desktop } 
400 21 20k {HP Desktop, Epson b/w Printer } 
500 36 40k { IBM Laptop } 
600 32 30k {HPLaptop, Epson b/w Printer } 

3.2 Creating Association Rule 

Suppose the threshold value of minimum confidence is min_conf=60%,  according 
to the algorithm of GenerateLHSs-Rule, association rules are generated as  shown in 
Table 2.  

Table 2. Association Rule generated by GenerateRule (L) Algorithms 

Multi-layer Association Rule Support 
degree Confide

nce 
degree 

(buys, Printer)� (age, [20,29]) 3 75% 
(income, [40 k,49 k])� (buys, Computer) 4 100% 
(buys, Computer)� (income, [40 k,49 k]) 4 66.7% 
(buys, Desktop)� (age, [20,29]) 2 66.7% 
(age, [30,39])� (buys, Laptop) 2 100% 
(buys, Laptop)� (age, [30,39]) 2 66.7% 
(buys, Desktop)� (income, [40 k,49 k]) 2 66.7% 
(buys, Laptop)� (income, [40 k,49 k]) 2 66.7% 
(age, [20,29])� (buys, HP Desktop) 2 66.7% 
(buys, HP Desktop)� (age, [20,29]) 2 66.7% 
(buys, HP Desktop)� (income, [40 k,49 k]) 2 66.7% 
(buys, IBM Desktop)� (income, [40 k,49 k]) 2 100% 
(age, [20,29])� (income, [40 k,49 k])� (buys, Computer) 2 66.7% 
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(income,[40 k,49 k])� (buys, Printer)� (age,[20,29]) 2 100% 
(age,[20,29])� (income,[40 k,49 k])� (buys, Color Printer) 2 66.7% 
(buys,Color Printer)� (income, [40 k,49 k])� (age [20,29]) 2 100% 

3.3 Interpretation of Result 

x 31 association rules are generated by using general algorithms , in contrast,  only    
16 association rules are generated by using the algorithms in this paper. Thus, our 
algorithms can decrease the reduntant rules efficiently. 

x Algorithms of Cumulate, Stratify and ML_T2L1 need larger store space and also 
have distinct limitation. However, when counting the support of itemset using the 
algorithms proposed in this paper, it only needs to access the relevant cell, does not 
need to scan the whole data cube. So it decreases the number of the candidate 
itemsets and improves the efficiency of generating frequent itemsets. 

x Algorithm of BorderLHSs(A)  guarantees that every subset of A can be visited one 
time. Once the itemset of the condition border LHSs was found, the searching 
algorithm will stop searching all the subset, which makes the complexity less than 

� �AO 2 , so it can decrease the complexity of the algorithm greatly. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes the formalized definition of generalized association rule and 
designs the BorderLHSs and GenerateLHSs-Rule Algorithms of generalized 
association rule mining based on multidimensional data, which decrease the number 
of redundant rules efficiently. Experiment shows that the algorithms in this paper is 
superior on algorithms efficiency and generating irredundant rules. At the same time, 
the algorithms have good performance in flexibility, scalablicity and complexity. This 
paper also has great theorical meaning and practical value on generalized association 
rule mining based on multidimensional data.  

This paper is supported by the Natural Science Foundation of Jiangsu Province 
(serial number: BK2005021). 
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